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Bronchiectasis in a positive HIV child: a case report
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Abstract
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children with HIV infection than in general population. Bronchiectasis in children with HIV if 

not diagnosed early and managed aggressively can lead to irreversible destruction of bronchial 

7#99%#$(%/!..'!$(&$>%5&//!)%9)#(&$>%5'%/&>$&*+#$5%"'.=&(&5,:%?6&/%"&>65%()+.)#/)%56)%=)$)*5%'4%

the antiretroviral therapy (ARV) treatment on the long run.

Introduction

The AIDS epidemic is arguably the most important global 

health problem of the last two decades. Previously known to 

be a uniformly fatal disease is now considered as a chronic 

and controllable disorder due to combination antiretroviral 

therapy and restoration of immune disease  But, these 

5.)#5")$5/% #.)% )@8)$/&-)%#$(%(&4*+!95% 5'%(&/5.&=!5)% 5'% 56)%

millions  in need them.1

 !"#$%&""!$'()*+&)$+,%-&.!/%0 123%&$4)+5&'$%6#/%=))$%

associated with a wide spectrum of pulmonary disease 

)/8)+&#99,%8.)/)$5&$>% &$% 56)%*./5%()+#()%'4% 9&4):2 The risk 

for the development of pulmonary disorders is strongly 

&$A!)$+)(%=,% 56)% /)-).&5,% '4% &""!$'/!88.)//&'$B% !/)% '4%

intravenous injecting drugs, patients belonging to minority 

communities. The risk decreases with the use of ART and 

prophylaxis against common HIV- associated infections.1 

These pulmonary diseases usually complicate the clinical 

course of the HIV infection.3,4

Bronchiectasis is an abnormal and permanent dilatation 

of the bronchi, most commonly the result of a previous 

&$4)+5&'!/% 8.'+)//% 5.&>>).&$>% #$% '$>'&$>% &$A#""#5'.,%

response leading to the damage of the bronchial wall 

beyond repair.5 The pathogenesis comprises infective, 

&$A#""#5'.,% #$(% )$C,"#5&+% )9)")$5/:% ?6)/)% &$5).#+5% 5'%

perpetuate continued airway damage in bronchiectasis 

leading to progressive airway and lung damages. The 

weakened bronchial wall is subjected to an abnormal 

pulling force from surrounding atelectatic lung, perhaps 

augmented by trapped secretions, leading to permanent 

dilatation. 6,7

D)8'.5)(% &$+&()$+)% '4% $'$<% +,/5&+% *=.'/&/% =.'$+6&)+5#/&/%

was about 1% in 19948 while in 2004 was 9.6%.9 Out of 

the very few studies reporting cases of bronchiectasis in 

HIV infected individuals, the prevalence ranged from 15 

to 42%.10-16%E'99'7&$>%56)%*./5%+#/)%.)8'.5%4.'"%F@4'.(%&$%

1992,10 there are very few cases of HIV reported to have 

bronchiectasis although the prevalence of bronchiectasis is 

higher in HIV infected population. This might be because 

of the low index of suspicion and because of the fact that 

the easily available investigations like chest radiographs in 

56)%)#.9,%/5#>)/%"#,%=)%$'."#9%'.%$'$/8)+&*+:%

Here we are reporting the case of bronchiectasis in HIV 

infected 7 years old child.

Case summary

A 7 years old, male child diagnosed as HIV positive 6 

months back presented with 15 days history of dry cough 

associated with fever for 7 days. There was no history of 

chest pain, breathlessness, cyanosis and hemoptysis. There 

7#/%$'%6&/5'.,%'4%()+.)#/)%&$%#88)5&5)%'.%/&>$&*+#$5%7)&>65%

loss in the past 15 days. 

The child was born as 3 kg, term baby by spontaneous 

vaginal delivery at hospital. The boy studies in upper 

kindergarten and has an average performance. He was breast 

fed exclusively for 6 months followed by introduction of 

complementary food. At present he takes 2 major meals 

and 4 minor meals with adequate calorie intake. He has 

been immunized according to the National Program of 

Immunization. 
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The child was investigated for failure to thrive at 2 years 

of age and diagnosed with pulmonary tuberculosis and 

treated with antitubercular drugs. There was past history of 

repeated episodes of fever and cough needing admissions 

in hospital and treated as pneumonia with antibiotics. There 

was history of recurrent ear discharge in the past. 

Both the parents are HIV infected and a younger sibling has 

not been tested for HIV. The father was diagnosed as HIV 

positive 4 years back and mother was diagnosed 6 months 

ago. Both parents are not under antiretroviral therapy. 

There is no history of tuberculosis in the family. 

On examination the child was thin built. The child was 

undernourished, stunted and wasted. There was generalized 

lymphadenopathy and clubbing. The child was in 

respiratory distress with oxygen saturation of 85% without 

oxygen. There were bilateral diffuse, coarse crepitations. 

Per abdominal examination revealed hepatosplenomegaly. 

The child was admitted with the provisional diagnosis of 

pneumonia with distress in a child with HIV infection. 

Investigations revealed white blood cell count of 4180 

cells/mm³ with 42% neutrophils, 47% lymphocytes, 10% 

monocytes and 1% eosinophils. Hemoglobin was 10.3 gm% 

and platelet count was 106,000 cells/mm³. The erythrocyte 

sedimentation rate was 57 in the 1st hour. CD4+T cell count 

was 511 cells/uL and constituted 13% of the lymphocytes. 

There was no CD4+T cell count done previously. Three 

samples of gastric aspirate for tuberculosis was negative, 

gram stain showed gram positive cocci in pairs and chain 

but culture was negative. Mantoux test was negative. Chest 

radiography was suggestive of bilateral bronchiectatic 

+6#$>)/% #$(% 6&>6% .)/'9!5&'$%G?% /+#$% +'$*.")(% =&9#5).#9%

bronchiectasis. 

Chest X-ray showing bilateral bronchiectatic changes in 

='56%9'7).%9!$>%*)9(/:

CT chest showing bronchietatic changes in right 

upper, middle lobes and basal segment of left lower lobe.                

With the diagnosis of bronchiectasis with secondary 

infection, he was treated with parental antibiotics, oral 

multivitamins and iron. Chest physiotherapy was done 

regularly. Cardiothoracovascular surgery consultation was 

done who suggested continuing the medical management 

as the disease involved both the lungs.

The child was discharged on multivitamins, iron, 

cotrimoxazole and azithromycin prophylaxis.

Discussion

Although the prevalence of bronchiectasis in children with 

HIV infection is quite higher than in non-HIV infected 

cases, bronchiectasis is rarely discovered in children with 

HIV infection because of the low index of suspicion. 

Bronchiectasis should be suspected in children who 

present with history of persistent or intermittent cough 

with or without purulent sputum and inspiratory crackles 

'$%86,/&+#9%)@#"&$#5&'$:%F56).%+9&$&+#9%*$(&$>/%/!>>)/5&$>%

bronchiectasis includes features like halitosis and clubbing. 

Our case presented with persistent cough without sputum. 

H956'!>6% =.'$+6&)+5#/&/% &/% ()*$)(% =,% 6&/56'8#56'9'>&+#9%

examination of lung biopsies, a diagnosis can be inferred 

based on chest X- ray, pulmonary function tests and high 

resolution computed tomography. Chest radiography might 

be inconclusive as in early stages it might be normal or non-

/8)+&*+%7&56%4)#5!.)/%/!+6%#/%4'+#9%8$)!"'$&5&/B%/+#55).)(%

irregular opacities, linear or plate- like atelectasis.17 In 

56)% 9#5).%/5#>)/%+6)/5% .#(&'>.#86,%"&>65%=)%"'.)%/8)+&*+%

4'.% =.'$+6&)+5#/&/% 7&56% *$(&$>/% 9&I)% /8)+&*+#99,% (&9#5)(%

and thickened airways that appear as ring-like shadows 

(of airways that are seen on end) or tram lines (in the 

case of airways that are perpendicular to the x-ray beam). 
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of cluster of cysts, 3) dilated peripheral bronchi, and 4) 

thickened bronchial walls.5 In our case bronchiectasis was 

(&#>$'/)(% =,% +6)/5% .#(&'>.#86,% #$(% 56)$% +'$*.")(% =,%

high resolution computed tomography.18

L#$,% #!56'./% 6#-)% 5.&)(% 5'% *$(% '!5% 56)% .&/I% 4#+5'.% 4'.%

the development of bronchiectasis in HIV infections. It 

has been seen the bronchiectasis in HIV infected patients 

has been described in the presence of injection drug use, 

malnutrition, repeated opportunistic infection such as 

recurrent bacterial infections, pneumocystis jirovecii 

pneumonia, mycobacterium tuberculosis infection and LIP, 

severe viral lower respiratory tract infection. Bronchiectasis 

has been linked to the presence of HIV virus in lung tissue 

suggested by profound immunosuppresion with CD4+ 

T cells less than 100 cells/mm3 or CDC immunology 

category 19,20,21,22.

Our child had repeated episodes of pneumonia, pulmonary 

tuberculosis and was malnourished which might have been 

the risk factors for development of bronchiectasis. 

Bronchiectasis in children with HIV if not diagnosed 

early and managed aggressively can lead to irreversible 

destruction of bronchial wall and surrounding tissue 

9)#(&$>% 5'% /&>$&*+#$5%"'.=&(&5,:%?6&/%"&>65% ()+.)#/)% 56)%

=)$)*5%'4%56)%HD?%5.)#5")$5%'$%56)%9'$>%.!$:%6

Treatment options for bronchiectasis are focused on 

symptom control, treatment of disease exacerbation and 

attempts to limit the rate of disease progression. In children 

with AIDS and bronchiectasis, high-protein, high-calorie 

diet should be encouraged to avoid weight loss associated 

with persistent infection. Regular exercise should be 

encouraged. There is reduced mucociliary clearance in 

bronchiectasis. Clearance of secretions with the help of 

postural drainage and chest percussion, along with assisted 

cough techniques, helps to improve the expectoration of 

mucus.  Mechanical devices like oscillation jackets have 

$'5%=))$%)4*+#+&'!/:%1$%'!.%+#/)B%56)%8#5&)$5%7#/%/5#.5)(%'$%

chest physiotherapy. 5,23

Medical interventions include smoking cessation in adults, 

bronchodilators, oxygen supplementation, and management 

of exacerbations with antibiotics. HIV positive patients 

should also be offered Cotrimoxazole prophylaxis, Isoniazid 

8.)-)$5&-)% 56).#8,B% #$(% +'!9(% =)$)*5% 4.'"% -#++&$#5&'$%

#>#&$/5%  #)"'86&9!/% &$A!)$C#)% #$(% M5.)85'+'++!/%

pneumonia.24 Very few data are available to evaluate the 

usefulness of chronic or intermittent prophylactic antibiotic 

therapy and questions as to the correct antibiotic to be used, 

the route of administration, and the duration of therapy need 

to be answered. Our patient was started on prophylaxis 

with Azithromycin weekly. 23 

Use of aerosolized recombinant human DNase used in 

CF have been shown to increase exacerbation frequency 

and decline in FEV1 among patients with non- CF 

bronchiectasis. 5

Given the direct cytotoxic effect of HIV infection, inhibition 

of HIV replication at the lung compartment through ART 

may further modulate the disease. It remains however, 

unclear if ART should be considered in all HIV infected 

patients with proven bronchiectasis, independent of CD4 

count and clinical staging. 25

Pulmonary resection may be an option for localized 

bronchiectasis and hemoptysis, but most physicians 

consider a trial of conservative treatment because lung 

tissue can appear bronchiectatic after infection for several 

weeks (pseudobronchiectasis) and surgery, if any, should 

be deferred until the status of the remaining lung tissue 

&/% 7)99% ()*$)(% #$(% "#,% =)% "'.)% .)#/'$#=9)% &$% 8#5&)$5/%

with localized bronchiectasis or with ongoing symptoms 

affecting normal living.23

The occurrence of newly formed cystic lesions or 

bronchiectasis despite treatment may be risk factors for 

the development of pneumothorax or pneumomediastinum 

with subcutaneous emphysema in HIV infected patients.26

Conclusion

A high (15 to 42%) prevalence of bronchiectasis among 

people living with HIV has been reported. Given the 

high incidence of pulmonary infections and malnutrition, 

HIV positive persons in resource poor settings are at an 

even higher risk of developing pulmonary cystic disease. 

Bronchiectasis might become an increasingly important 

HIV associated co-morbidity. Due to the irreversible 

and progressive nature of the chronic lung disease, these 

8!9"'$#.,%+'"89&+#5&'$/%+'!9(%+'"8.'"&/)%56)%=)$)*5/%/'%

a high index of suspicion should be kept for early diagnosis 

and treatment.
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